Pillar wrote:

I've seen many times on here those ego conflict "I know more than you HP - or advanced member, etc.", - to my feeling those never end wee, but may drain consistent energies from both parties. Not to say this is sometimes needed or forced upon the forum.

I cannot judge if versus is a troll or simply a person advancing and fighting with wrong expectations, or will to show oneself, whatever personal issue.

I only see, this is happening very close in time to the cyberattacks to the forums.

The question of who "feels" anything is nonsense past a point and should be treated as such. Because one can wake up with a really big erection one day and suddenly they know more than me or anyone else, or others are idiots and so on, but objectively that is not so.

It's constant even in the first years of university etc, people based only on mere feelings, will likely point at their 50 years senior in all respects and say they are better and so on. The person working in NASA is there for a reason.

Due to lack of understanding, one cannot see this. This is very easy to notice in places like business, modelling, engineering, etc. If one cannot put two bolts together, they are not more advanced than a person making spaceships.

For the stupid this is a point they cannot escape from and it's a syndrome situation which is very dangerous as a perpetuator of Ignorance. In Thoth's Page I will explain that Thoth and Plutarch emphasize on LISTENING.

The same sentence and post you read here, on the eyes of advanced meditators, is like a goldmine that they will carry home and make their fortune spiritually. To a fool, these are more discarded words.

That is called Ignorance and one does not want to shed it by comparison to real knowledge. So one will avoid reality and their brothers and sisters in Satan as much as possible and never take their feedback.
So a wall of thinking one knows when one does not know is formed, and anyone who knows anything is treated as an "inferior" so one can maintain their own isolation and denial.

The True learner must skip this mentality really quickly. The more one meditates and advances in the path, the more the advancement of anyone will be thrown open in front of them in a very realistic way. As people grow they understand one another.

That's why you will see quite a few people understand where to give respect and where to not give any, or they treat me respectfully as I treat them. That's a token of their own development and has nothing to do with any imposed behavior.

I also entirely disagree with idiotic personas who say they have nothing to gain from the Forum etc, or their own advancing family. Everyone has something interesting to say, and any advancing person will have developments unfolding about them.

I oftentimes sit as a student or a guided person in people versed in other areas where I am not as advanced. That is normal in life. The programming geniuses and others behind JoS are more advanced and knowledgeable than myself. It what it is.

The foolish mentality on why one "knows more than someone" can be replaced with "I am appreciating the knowledge of my brothers and sisters", "How beautiful that we are all different and others fill in our gaps", "how nice that I can learn or others can help me and others", a team spirit and mentality to replace lone bitterness and denial.

People sometimes have tried to compare me to HPS Maxine and so on. That is off-topic, one cannot compare to their sister or their team-mate or the people that they love, as the right hand does not compare to the left. And any comparison that might ever take place, is only so that we can all evolve and provide more.

Achievements also speak on their own, and people have their own. Some obvious, some less, the list goes. The lower ego cannot penetrate into this higher level.

The Olympic games, which is an ideal conceived from the Gods, is how one must behave: competition must work to grow those who compete, the upper and the lower, the "winner" and the "loser", and the spirit of victory must be equal to the spirit of respect.
Needless to say, look at the JoS section: The Gods work as a team. Those who deny their fellow have not understood a lot yet. If you ever spoke to a Demon, then you understand what I mean here. We humans are not there yet, as we are not ready yet for this, but those who open their heart and mind will understand.

Then life will be different for you. Instead of me being "The HP", I will become your brother that helps you now, to the best of his ability and so that YOU can finally decide on yourself. The "person I do not know" will become a soul that is your friend you might not know. The pain and misery of a "stranger" will become the plight of your own brother and sister, their success will become your success. The JoS will be the home you come in where you can speak and see that you are no longer alone, and a place where you can physically see that the Gods are with us actively working with us. This is like a warm soup on the height of a lonely winter.

Even when people tell me shit, I oftentimes I am very thankful. At least we exist for one another so they can tell me shit. That is my perception of the matter.

The above is a beautiful state to exist. The lowest states of utter spite must be handled to work as loyal animals so that you can grow.

Most people are filled with complexes and reactions which are not helping them advance. To advance, we have to understand where we are and where others are. This takes effort, failure and success involved to fully manifest. People who do not allow this process to occur do experience a lot of pain in life.
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